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INTRODUCTION 
 

 In a letter from May 1893 to his close friend Clara Schumann, Brahms wrote about the 
first piece in his last piano work, the Op. 119: 
 
 "I am tempted to copy out a small piano piece for you, because I would like to know 
how you find it. It is teeming with dissonances! These are correct and can be explained - but 
maybe they won’t please your palate, in which case I wish they were less ‘ appropriate’, and 
more agreeable to your taste. The little piece is exceptionally melancholic and ‘to be played 
very slowly’ is no understatement. Every bar and note must sound like a ritardando, as if one 
wanted to suck melancholy with abandon and pleasure out of each and every one of 
these dissonances! Good Lord, this description will surely whet your appetite!" 
 
 Clara Schumann was enthusiastic and referred to it as ‘a grey pearl’ asking him to send 
the remaining pieces of his new work, (also available from Alaw Publishing). 
 
 While these haunting dissonances will not sound excessively harsh to the modern 
listener, Brahms’ comments tell us that in performance a special intensity and warmth is 
required from every player in order to make this brass version at least, if not more, expressive 
and moving as the original. 
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